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cards made by their local track photographer. These would
also be a great tool to show a potential sponsor a
professional appearance of your team. The season is still
early, and most of the cars are still sharp looking, so now
would be a great time to get your hero cards ordered.
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While the hero cards are just part of the package, the
marketing proposal is almost a necessity these days. Last
fall, RacingOnline offered free design of marketing packets
(yes some things are still free) for racers. The entire layout
was created; you just had to print the documents. In most
cases, companies will accept this information in electronic
format via email as well. We used this opportunity last year
to update our marketing package for The Midwest Racing
Connection, and saw great results. I would imagine similar
results if we would have reached out to one of the other
companies mentioned earlier in this column. If you want to
get a head start on sponsorship for next year, this summer

continued on page 7

Dan Plan
As the sport of short track racing has evolved, one thing
has remained consistent; you need money to race. While
obtaining sponsorship can be time consuming, it is a
necessary part of the sport for many competitors. We here
at The Midwest Racing Connection are in the same boat.
We don’t offer this publication for free based on our
boatloads of money sitting in off-shore accounts. We seek
out advertisers that see a benefit in reaching out to race
fans, and being associated with our publication. We use
the same resources that a racer would use in obtaining
sponsorship.
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It’s never too early to start thinking about your plans for
next year. There are many people out there that run
legitimate businesses that will help you prepare documents,
and give you tips on finding sponsors. Some of the ones
we are familiar with are the great folks at RacingOnline.com,
Chris Stepan’s FYE Motorsports, or Dale Danielski’s
Starmaker Multimedia. Organizations such as this will help
you prepare to make a professional presentation to
potential advertisers. It’s then up to you to use these tools
to find sponsorship for your racing program.

All material is copyrighted 2012 and may not be
reprinted without permission. Subscriptions are $20
for ten issues. Call 651-451-4036.

Cover photos by: Martin DeFries, Stan Meissner,
Bruce Nuttleman and Mary Schill.
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A team could also use some of your existing resources
when seeking sponsorship. Many teams already have hero
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Auto Racing Facts,
Observances and
Opinions

Dale P. Danielski
It’s always nice to visit with someone that remembers
racing, other than me of course, from years gone by. It’s
also pretty cool if that individual is still involved in the
sport as I am, as we may actually at that point have
something in common! One such individual is John Scott
who raced for many years in Southwest Wisconsin and
remains a fixture there as an engine builder for many teams
that compete at La Crosse Fairgrounds Speedway.
Scott got his start in racing back in the early ‘60s racing in
the La Crosse area. He built the engines for his own race
cars and competed on paved tracks but also raced at La
Crosse Fairgrounds before it was paved and at the North
La Crosse Speed bowl both as a dirt and paved track. With
the driving part of his career ending in 1975 Scott decided
to concentrate just on building engines for racing
competition. According to Scott, “I always liked engines, I
liked the challenge of getting them to work.” The challenge
of getting them to work exists today as Scott’s engines are
represented in numerous divisions at La Crosse

Fairgrounds. “I probably have 40
engines out here. From Late
Models to Sportsman on down to
Thunderstox.” When asked how he
gets them built and ready for each
racing season Scott says, “I have
to start right after Oktoberfest and
work through the winter and spring
to get done.” And with different
race cars as you would expect not
all engines are the same. “If a guy
wants a certain engine I’ll build it
how he wants. But they aren’t all
the same. There’s a whole lot of
variety of combinations guys can
go with. Here at La Crosse in the
Sportsman Division the
horsepower range is between 330
to 350. In the Late Model Division
it’s 380 to 400, maybe a little more
now that they can run headers.
There are just a lot of things you
can do depending on what the
driver wants.” With the experience Scott has there’s also
been a fair amount of success with those racing with his
engines. “At one point I had 6-8 weeks in a row where I had
a Feature winner in one or even a couple divisions racing
out here each night.” Scott has also had championship
seasons with drivers using his engines with Brad Powell
and Dan Gilster just a couple that have accomplished the
feat. When asked how long he wants to continue in the
sport Scott says, “I’ll do engine building until I can’t
anymore. I worked as a tool and die maker but am retired
now. Actually engine building is more of a hobby for me.
I’m collecting Social Security in retirement but I build
engines to keep me from going nuts sitting in my chair
looking at the walls.” And, at 71 years of age no one would
blame Scott if he gave it up but watching him briskly
walking from team to team helping them out in the pit area
at La Crosse Fairgrounds you can see why he hasn’t. “I
still enjoy it, and I’ll help anybody out here not just those
that are racing my engines.” And so it is with John Scott, a
racer from back in the day still connected to the sport
today.

John Scott in his racing days

Herbst took his first Feature win of 2012 racing to the 25 lap
win May 26th at the track. Following him in order were
Harley Jankowski, Todd Korish, Brent Kirchner, Shawn
Pfaff, Adam Degenhardt, Cole Howland, Mike Carlson,
Jeremy Wagner, and Nick Clements…Steve Bachman took
a year off of racing and committed himself to a full time
effort in 2012. It paid off May 26th as he captured the
Sportsman Feature in dominating fashion at La Crosse
Fairgrounds…Chris Weber meanwhile raced to the main
event win in the Thunderstox Division May 26th…Troy
Tuma who has spent the last couple years trying to iron
out all the mechanical issues with his NASCAR Late Model
is looking at a full 2012 campaign at La Crosse Fairgrounds.
“We’ve spent the last couple seasons mostly fixing things.
We’ve done that and now I just need to get some laps in
on this track. I need to get used to a track this size, it’s a lot
different than what I’m used to having raced at shorter
paved tracks in Minnesota. We’re getting some help this
year too as far as set ups go so we’re expecting to run
better.”

Here and there…Defending La Crosse Fairgrounds
Speedway NASCAR Late Model Division champion J.

continued on page 9

Dale's Picture from the past

Marlin Walbeck in one of the Chevrolet’s he
dominated racing with in the 1960s.

Troy Tuma puts his NASCAR Late Model through its paces.

Dale Danielski photo
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Stan Meissner
Former Sprint Car driver John Wykoff is currently
promoting racing via a cable television show. John is a
racing historian and tells some interesting stories about the
evolution of the sport in our area. One of the tracks we
both share an interest in is the Rex Speedway that was
located near the intersection of Barnes Avenue and 105th
Street East in Inver Grove Heights. If you zero in on that
location on Mapquest aerial view you can still make out the
outline of the track just south of the intersection nearly
sixty years after its closure.
My dad used to attend races at Rex and you can view a
photo that he took of a Stock Car crash at gotomn.com/
racing/history/Les M Rex flip.JPG. Rex was a half mile with
high banked turns so in addition to crashing through the
fence cars were launched off the back side of the banking.
In the photo on my website the driver is shown removing
his helmet so we can assume that he was not injured.
At this point you’re probably wondering why I’m
reviewing the history of a track that opened in 1947 and
ceased operation in 1952. According to John Wykoff the
reason that Rex closed was that the owner had over
extended his credit and the 1952 season was plagued by
rainouts which shuttered the gates on too many weekends
resulting in the track’s closure. Turn the clock ahead to
2012 and I hope that history does not repeat itself at any of
our local tracks. Anybody who has tried to get in a full
weekend of racing in the upper Midwest this season will
agree.

On May 19 I attended
the third attempt at
Cedar Lake’s Spring
Sprint Car Special
featuring both of the
UMSS divisions along
with Late Models,
Modifieds, Midwest
Modifieds and Pro
Stocks. Three drivers
with extensive
experience on the
national scene were on
hand, Pat Doar and
Brady Smith in the Late
Models and Brooke
Tatnell in the Sprint
Cars. Tatnell has
eleven World of
Outlaws A Main
Stan Meissner photo
victories to his credit
along with eight WSS
championships (Australian equivalent of the Outlaws) and
World of Outlaws Late Model series in 2011 and won ROY
many other high profile wins throughout his career. Two of in his first season. Doar is currently tenth in WoO points
those WoO wins came as recently as 2010 with Tatnell
in his second year on the tour. Pat’s website is located at
picking up Feature victories at the Knoxville opener on
patdoarracing.com where you can find more information
June 3 and the Junction Motor Speedway on June 25.
about Pat’s career and World of Outlaws effort.
Brooke spent the past two seasons in the seat of the
Phoenix Racing #59 formerly driven
by Erin Crocker Evernham and that
Ron Erickson was slated to drive the late Davey Tabor’s 34TW in the Davey
ride was the plan again this year.
Tabor Memorial race at the Saint Croix Valley Raceway . Unfortunately
Unfortunately after putting NASCAR
problems would force the 34TW to scratch. Ron’s uncle Jerry Richert Jr. put
driver Dave Blaney in the car for
the 34TW wing on his car
Speedweeks the Florida based car
owner has put his racing program on
hold due to financial concerns.
Tatnell has been competing locally in
the Craft Differentials #86au 360
Sprint Car owned by friend David
“Crafty” Craft of Sydney, Australia.
Brooke will debut his own 410 effort
with the help of Maxwell Racing
Engines, the builder that supplies
engines for Tatnell’s Australian effort
in the Krikke Motorsports team based
out of Bunbury, Western Australia.
You can follow Brooke’s progress at
Stan Meissner photo
brooketatnell.com.

Pat Doar used an open weekend on the World of Outlaws
Late Model schedule
to get some laps in at
Cedar Lake, no doubt
to take notes in
advance of this year’s
USA Nationals. Doar
started racing a Super
Stock in 1990 and
moved up to the Late
Models in 1994 where
he has scored many
wins. My most
memorable Pat Doar
moments include
running in the top
three with a
WISSOTA legal car in
the early stages of the
USA Nationals and a
Pat Doar spent an off weekend for the World of Outlaws at his home track
Red Cedar WDRL win
the Cedar Lake Speedway. I’m not sure if Pat was adjusting his
along with many great
sunglasses or hiding from the camera in this shot
runs at CLS over the
years. Pat joined the
Stan Meissner photo
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Brady Smith (bradysmithracing.com) is another Late Model
driver that needs no introduction to local racing fans.
Smith also has a long resume in Late Model competition
dating back to his 2001 WISSOTA Late Model ROY title.
Smith splits his schedule between UMP, WoO, Lucas Oil,
AMS as well as select WISSOTA shows and Cedar Lake
weekly events. Some fans would say that Brady Smith runs
a “true outlaw schedule” as opposed to chasing points
with only one group. Brady and Pat are two of my favorite
Late Model drivers and I wish them both success this
season. It would be great to see Pat and Brady’s names on
the USA Nationals winners list.
Not to take anything away from any of the other talented
drivers on the premises that night but I think it’s safe to
say that there aren’t many weekly tracks that see this
caliber of talent dropping in. Unfortunately this night
didn’t have the kind of ending I would have liked to write
about. The skies opened up during the final Late Model

The Inside Dirt continued on page 6
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Going in
Circles

Charlie Spry
After a one week delay because of poor weather, the
Columbus 151 Speedway has managed to get their season
off with a mixed bag of weather, with a couple of decent
Sunday afternoons before switching to Friday nights just
before Memorial day. The switch didn’t lead to total
success however, as rain showers during qualifications put
a damper to the first scheduled Friday of racing. Trying to
trick Mother Nature did not work.
Columbus has often hosted drivers from long distances, as
drivers such as Scott Wimmer, the Weinkauf’s, as well as
many from the Lake Geneva area have made the trip to race
here often. Jimmy Ganski from central Wisconsin kept the
tradition alive, by showing up on opening day, and taking
home the feature win, his first ever in a late model. “I’ve
won before in the street stocks,” Stated Ganski, “But this is
the first time in a late model. I’ve been leading features
right up to the end, but something always happens. Today
it worked out right.”
Steven Sauer has moved up from the hobby stocks to the
street stock division, and has been happy with his car.
“It’s a fast car, I’ve been real happy with it. Hopefully, we
can run up front this year with it.” He has, as on the
second day out, he drove away from the field to win the
feature in fine fashion. His car is the former James Helmer
car.

who are stepping up to the front of the pack. Collin
Tomlinson has moved up from the Bandit division to the
street stocks in the former Jake Wasserburger car. I’d
expect Collin to get fast in short order. It was also nice to
see second year driver Tim Belz score his first ever heat
race victory in the division. Tim had a trying season last
year, and would lead races for awhile, then lose the handle
of overdrive the car, but he is getting better and better
every week.
Jason Dull also scored his first ever Bandit feature win here
during the second race program. Although he has won a
couple at Rockford, he had never won here at Columbus.
He races a variety of cars, including midgets, so he is well
versed in the racing world, having plenty of experience and
versatility.
Former Jefferson International division racer Kyle Smith
now is racing a late model here, and scored his first ever
heat win the second day out. He should do well with the
late model, and will gain valuable experience in short order
here.
Steve Allmen is now racing in the street stock class.
Having raced International cars at Jefferson and Rockford
in the past, he has now purchased a former Andy Raley car.
“I always wanted to race in the sportsman class (street
stock here), and I thought it was time to do it. I’ve had
success here, and had fun, so we’ll keep on doing it,” said
Steve.
Brent Bergholz is back behind the wheel of a Bandit car
again after a couple of years off. “This car was given to
me, free,” Said Brent, “Can’t beat that deal,”
Also racing here for the first time was Bandit racer Dave
Wickstrum, making the long trip over from Brodhead. Dave
had been racing in that class at Madison, but the class was
dropped there, meaning that he had to go shopping for a
new track to race at.

Late Model veteran Al Weishoff is having a great season
so far, placing second and first in features so far this year.
After having an incredible string of bad luck last year, I’m
sure this season is a breath of fresh air.

Kart and Quarter Midget tire distributor

The street stock division has several new faces, and others

Bob Snyder
651-455-8589
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The Inside Dirt continued from page 5
Heat as the Sprint Cars were in the staging area. The
UMSS attempted to race at CLS on April 28, May 5
and May 19 but as they say in baseball, three strikes
and you’re out. The CLS UMSS Spring Sprint Special
will not be made up but the power of threes will prevail
when the IRA makes an appearance at Cedar Lake for
an inaugural event called the Triple on June 2. This is
actually the second attempt at running the Triple after
it was rained out last season. Let’s all hope that we’ve
seen the last rainout of the season and the weather
doesn’t score another triple play at the Triple.
On Friday May 25 I attended my first race of the
season at the spruced up St. Croix Valley Raceway. I
work in downtown St. Paul and commute by bus so I
was not able to leave Forest Lake until later in the
evening and was delayed getting to the track by
traffic. I didn’t know what to expect not having seen
the track since last fall so I allowed my thoughts to
wander while waiting to cross the river at the Osceola
bridge. I believe that at one time I had referred to the
former incarnation of this facility (Kopellah Speedway)
as “rustic” which was a nice way of saying something
not fit for these pages. I’ll admit to briefly
contemplating the old analogy about putting a nose
ring in a pig and it still being a pig as I was sitting in
that line of traffic but I digress. Knowing Ron
Bernhagen and Rick Mastell’s work ethic and
commitment to racing I expected more than window
dressing and I was not disappointed. The
improvements as Rick described to one writer are a
thirty six month project with the goal of making SCVR
the place to be on Friday nights. The infield and
grounds have been reworked with spectator and pit
entrances separated into two instead of funneling
everyone through the same gate. The track has been
reworked and was extremely racy in spite of receiving
5-6" of rain Wednesday and Thursday. The lighting
has been been improved, mostly by repositioning and
from my vantage point in the infield I did not see any
of the dark spots that used to make the action difficult
to follow. New fencing circles most of the track with
some work left to be done in turns 1 & 2 which are
currently roped off in case an errant Sprinter clears the
wall.

The Inside Dirt continued on page 8
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DAN FREDRICKSON WINS THE ASAMT
WORLD WIDE PACKAGING STATE PARK
SPEEDWAY 125
The ASA Midwest Tour opened the season for State Park
Speedway with Dan Fredrickson taking home the victory.
Jason Weinkauf and Nick Panitzke led the 27 car field to
green. Weinkauf took off to lead lap one. Panitzke settled in
for second while Dan Fredrickson was already charging to
the front.
With some of the best side-by-side, bumper-to-bumer
racing in the Midwest, sparks were flying. Nathan Haseleu
was also on the early move working into the fourth position
over Jason Weinkauf. Nick Panitzke ducked under Chris
Weinkauf for the lead on lap 15 and Fredrickson joined the
battle on the inside of Weinkauf. But just as Panitzke
started to put a little gap between second and third, he
came up on lapped traffic.
Just as the field was starting to get stretched out, the lead
lap and lapped traffic were all mixed together and it was a
true battle throughout the entire field.
On lap 36, the #36 of Dan Fredrickson took the lead from
Panitzke as Jonathan Eilen started to make his move to the
front working on Haseleu for fourth. Dan Fredrickson led
the way on lap 50 followed by Panitzke, Eilen, Chris
Weinkauf and Haseleu. Jonathan Eilen, who showed his
strength last week at Madison International Speedway, was
on the move reeling in Panitzke every lap. As they worked
through lapped traffic, Fredrickson was able to pull away.
Jonathan Eilen finally took the spot from Panitzke as they
maneuvered through traffic.
A ten-minute competition yellow came out on lap 75.
Fredrickson continued to lead Eilen, Panitzke, Haseleu, and
Jacob Goede who snuck into the top five.
With lead lap cars now at the tail of the field, the drivers
were ready for the final 50 laps. Drivers had the option to
choose the top or the bottom groove at the restart. Dan
Fredrickson choose to start on the outside, followed by
Chris Weinkauf and Eilen opted for the inside followed by
Panitzke. Fredrickson and Eilen battled side-by-side dicing
for the top spot. The rest of the field was following suit
running side-by-side through the top eight.
Fredrickson seemed to have the advantaged but Eilen held
his own going into the corners. Weinkauf and Paniztke
were at a dead heat for third lap after lap. Eilen and
Fredrickson continued to battle as they began to pull away
from the field. Weinkauf finally got the advantage over
Panitzke bringing Goede with him for third. Goede quickly
found his way around Weinkauf for third and last year’s
winner Mark Mackesy followed suit. Eilen was not letting
Fredrickson keep his lead very easily as they worked
through lapped traffic. He never left his bumper. With 25 to
go, the field was finally able to get some breathing room,
but it did not last long as lapped traffic once again became
a factor throughout the field.
Eilen continued to keep Fredrickson within striking
distance as the two worked through side-by-side lapped
traffic. Mackesy started working on Goede for third with
ten to go. Eilen finally found an opening and dove under
Fredrickson with six to go, recording the lead on lap 20. But
Fredrickson took it right back on the following lap.
With one to go, Eilen had one more chance with an open
track in front of them. But he settled for second followed by
Mackesy, with Goede and Haseleu rounding out the top
five.

Elko announcer, Jim
Burns, and Dick Trickle
(Dan Plan photo)

Publishers note from page 3
would be a good time to start thinking about what your
plans are for next year.
Now, before you seek out a company, look for one that will
state the work they will do for you. I would be leery of a
company that asks for your hard earned money upfront,
and then promises to triple your money. You only need to
do a little research, and you’ll see that these types of
promises aren’t often followed through. The legitimate
companies will charge a few dollars, and provide you with
the resources needed. They probably aren’t going to make
a promise of tripling your money.

Miscellaneous News and Notes;
In our last issue, the SuperAmerica Knights were getting
ready for their Hall of Fame induction. We had the pleasure
of spending quite a bit of time with Johnny Boegeman, Tom
Reffner and Dick Trickle. I wish there would have been
more, as these guys were willing to answer any questions,
and have great stories to tell. It was great to see a line of

people waiting for autographs of guys who haven’t raced
in several years. It was especially neat to see drivers like
Adam Royle, with posters in hand from years gone by,
waiting in line for an autograph. And for those that might
ask, yes, I got autographs as well.
The bad weather on weekends continues to plague many
area short tracks. Memorial Day weekend started out with
most events close to home canceleld due to rain. We opted
to start heading south towards LaCrosse in hopes of
seeing our first weekly show of the year in West Salem.
One of stops along the way was Elmer's Auto and Toy
musuem. Many fans may remember a number of cars that
were sponsored by Elmer's Auto Salvage through the
years, and the same place has quite the display.
Unfotunately, they don't allow cameras inside, so you'll
have to trust me the place is definitely worth checking out.
They did let me snap a couple of pictures outside and it
was pretty cool to see an old Les Duellman Late Model
sitting around. To top the night off, LaCrosse was able to
to get their show in. Despite poor weather, a great crwod
was on hand. It's always a treat to see show run so
efficiently, with little or no downtime.

One of Les Duellman's old Late Models
(Dan Plan photo)
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The Inside Dirt continued from page 5

The track was tacky and fast producing incredible
speeds and high flying action including a scary looking
barrel roll in one of the Future Four Heats but the driver
emerged uninjured. Cody Hahn flipped his UMSS Sprint
Car during the Feature in turn four and Austin Johnson
continued his wall climbing theatrics that started at
Knoxville and were chronicled in our last issue. This
time Austin got over the wall in turn three and landed
against the new fencing. Fortunately for Johnson this
excursion came nowhere near the height he attained
several weeks ago at the Knoxville Raceway. There are
no billboards supported by 2x4’s to contend with at
SCVR so flirting with impalement was not an issue.
If you have been reading this column on a regular basis
you will recall my observations about the Jones Tatnell
incident at Elko. If I’m guilty of anything it’s the time
honored tradition of trying to stir up the crowd by
fabricating a rivalry. In spite of my journalistic liberties
this event will be remembered as a solemn evening of
Memorial Day tributes. The evening was billed as the
Davey Tabor Memorial and Ron Erickson, nephew of
the 2011 UMSS champion Jerry Richert Jr., was slated to
compete in Davey’s 34tw but magneto issues put a
spoiler on that plan. Uncle Jerry came to the rescue by
bolting the 34tw wing on his Sprinter and took on Ron’s
role of the missing man during the UMSS three wide
salute to the crowd. Andy Jones’ friend and crewman
Ron Fleischer passed away earlier in the week and Jones
paid tribute to Ron by way of graphics on his top wing
that were put on display during the National Anthem.
Former Kopellah photographer and dear friend Dave
“Navy Davey” Trautmiller was memorialized by
announcer Terry Lehnertz and former racer Raleigh
Sandburg by the driver of the #37 UMSS Sprint Car Sye
Anderson. This was only the second Feature event run
by the UMSS Sprints this season after a string of
rainouts and there would be no theatrics to add fuel to
this writer’s contrived rivalry. Jones would break a
rocker arm and not finish the Feature, Tatnell would
prove why he is considered one of the best Sprint Car

Another talented driver that showed up at Cedar Lake on this night was Brady Smith. Brady appears
to be taking this Cedar Lake weekly show very seriously.

Minnesota’s Joey Miller Enters
Akona 200

drivers in the world.
Winners included Damen Roberts in Future Fours, Jason
Havel in Pure Stocks, George Knudsen in UMSS Micro
Sprints, Johnny Parsons III in UMSS Traditional Sprints,
Brooke Tatnell in the UMSS Winged Sprints and Josh
Bazey in the WISSOTA Midwest Modifieds.
My best wishes for a speedy recovery go out to Mike
Kelley Jr. who suffered a heart attack on Memorial Day
weekend.
See you at the races!

Joey Miller, a five-time winner in the ARCA Racing
Series presented by Menards, will compete in the series’
first trip to Elko Speedway on Saturday, June 2. The 27year-old driver from Lakeville, Minn. is among the first
group of entries for the Akona 200 presented by
Federated Car Care.
Prior to this season, the ARCA Racing Series had raced
in 28 states. The Akona 200 is not only ARCA’s first trip
to Elko, but its first trip to Minnesota - a 29th state for
the national stock car tour as it celebrates its 60th
Anniversary Season. Along for the ride will be Miller,
who last raced in the series at Madison International
Speedway in Wisconsin last August, finishing eighth.
“Elko’s a great little track, and it’s 10 minutes from my
house, so I definitely consider it my home track,” said
Miller. “I’ve got more laps there than anywhere else,
that’s for sure. The track isn’t the widest track I’ve ever
been on, but what’s great about it is that it’s a twogroove track, so a guy’s going to have the ability to
come from the back and move forward if he needs to. It’s
a tight, racy, little track, and with these big heavy ARCA
cars on it, it’s going to make it even tighter. I think the
fans are in for one heck of a show.”
Miller has 20 top-10 finishes among 31 prior starts in
ARCA competition, and the first of his five wins came in
his series debut at Nashville Superspeedway in 2004. He
later won at Berlin Raceway in Michigan, Gateway
International Raceway near St. Louis, Nashville again,
and Salem Speedway in Indiana. In 2005, his only full
season in the series, he finished second in points to
nine-time ARCA champion Frank Kimmel, who is also
entered for June 2’s race.

.

Miller’s crew from that time - including crew chief Mike
Chaffee and car chief Mike Resop - will work with the
driver at the Akona 200. Miller said the volunteer crew
gets together twice a week to prepare the car.

Stan Meissner photo
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Harley Jankowski raced to a career best 2nd
place finish in the NASCAR Late Model Feature
May 26th at La Crosse Fairgrounds Speedway.

COLOR - ACTION - DRAMA & EXCITEMENT!

Dale Danielski photo

NASCAR WEEKLY RACING APR. 28-SEPT.1

Home of the 43rd

ͻ/ŶĐůƵĚŝŶŐͻ
Sat. June 2 - Mid-American Stock Cars
Tues. July 3 - Big-8 Late Models & Fireworks
Sat. July 21 - Double Late Model Features
Sat. Sept. 1 - Late Model Shootout Match Race
Plus! Kids 11 & Under in FREE during May
Plus! Two BUCK NIGHTS at the Concessions
Plus! Three Fireworks Nights!

Oct. 4-5-6-7, 2012

Racing Facts, Observances and Opinions
from page 4

ǁǁǁ͘ŽŬƚŽďĞƌĨĞƐƚƌĂĐĞǁĞĞŬĞŶĚ͘ĐŽŵ

Looking back on Friday night, May 21st 1971, Jim Sauter again won the Feature, his third
in a row, at La Crosse Interstate Speedway. The Semi-Feature went to Ed Nichols #6 in
his 1969 Torino, with heat race wins going to #92 Dick Rogers in a 1963 Ford, #58 Buck
Linhart, and Sauter. The Fast dash went to Marv Marzofka. And on this date of May 21st,
1961 at one of the first tracks I ever saw a race at, the Griffith Park Speedway of
Wisconsin Rapids, WI., it was Marlin Walbeck #30 winning the 30 lap Feature. Ken
Pancratz, #29, Herb Kurth #99, Morrie Piotrowski # 90 and Don Johnson followed. The
20 lap Semi-Feature went to #0 Bill Wirtz with heat race wins going to #7 John
McNamara, Sam Warp, Carl Hankey and Walbeck. The Trophy Dash was won by Bill
Glendenning while Fast qualifying time around the flat ¼ mile paved oval went to Les
Katzner at 16:85 seconds.
News, notes and comments welcome to Dale P. Danielski at Starmaker Multimedia 967
10th Ave N Ste A, Onalaska, WI 54650, at 608-783-5827 or at
dale@starmakermultimedia.com , www.starmakermultimedia.com

Street Drags On the
2nd Friday of the
Month (May-Sept)
Plus! Sat. Oct. 13:
The 300’ Bracket
EĂƟŽŶĂůƐ

LaCrosse Speedway
& Oktoberfest Race Weekend

Follow @laxspeedway &
ΛƌĂĐĞŽŬƚŽďĞƌĨĞƐƚŽŶdǁŝƩĞƌ

West Salem, WI

608-786-1525
www.lacrossespeedway.com

Andy Jones did a ceremonial lap at the May 25 UMSS race in honor of crew
member and friend Ron Fleischer who passed away earlier in the week

(Stan Meissner photo)
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Small Car Corner - Todd Gilbertson
Big track, or small
track;
we have it all.
Check out each issue
in print or on-line
www.theracingconnection.com

Mary Schill photo
Hometown - Onalaska, WI
Class - Junior Sportsman at Coulee Raceway
Age - Twelve
Favorite candy bar - Reese’s and Hershey
Favorite part of racing - Being competitive and
having good races with other drivers
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Tabor Memorial To Brooke Tatnell
By Greg Parent
After several attempts during the past month to complete a
race program, the Upper Midwest Sprintcar Series (UMSS)
was finally able to get their second show of the season in
the books on Friday night May 25 at the St. Croix Valley
Raceway. Veteran racer Brooke Tatnell drew upon his
experience to navigate a heavy track due to recent rains to
record his second UMSS win of the season in the 1st
Annual Davey Tabor Memorial. Tatnell drove by early
leader Sye Anderson on lap four and pulled away for the
$1,034 victory. Commenting after the race Tatnell stated, “I
like heavy tracks that are a bit rough. Turns one and two
were pretty good, but you had to make sure you picked the
right line through turns three and four. It’s an honor to win
the first Tabor Memorial.” A field of 18 UMSS winged
sprint cars were on hand for their first of four appearances
at the St. Croix Valley Raceway this season.
With some light rain on the radar west of the track and a
heavy racing surface, the UMSS decided to forgo their
usual double round of qualifying races in order to make
sure the program did not fall victim to the weather. As it
turned out, the weather cooperated and all events were able
to be completed. Ultimate Sprint Heat race wins went to
Andy Jones, Tatnell and Jerry Richert, Jr. With Jones the
high point earner following the heats, Andy redrew a six for
the feature race invert. This put Kurt Davis and Sye
Anderson on the front row of the scheduled 25 lap Davey
Tabor Memorial feature race presented by GRP

Motorsports. Jones was racing with a heavy heart, as
friend and crew member Ron Fleischer had passed away
earlier in the week following a short battle with cancer.
Jones is dedicating the remainder of his season in memory
of Ron Fleischer.
The feature race had some problems in the early going, as
two reds and two yellows waved in the first four laps. The
distance was reduced to 20 laps following the final red, and
the race then went sixteen laps nonstop to the finish.
Anderson grabbed the early lead on the opening lap, but
the yellow blinked on when Andy Jones slowed on lap two.
A safety call by track officials to check Jones’ car kept the
running order intact and the race was under green again.
Tatnell moved by Davis on lap two for second. The first red
flew on lap three when 2010 UMSS Champion Cody Hahn
hooked a rut in turn four and tipped over. Hahn was okay,
but his car was done for the night.
With Anderson still in front of Tatnell, rookie driver James
Broty brushed the wall on the restart and exited the track in
turn one. Broty remained upright, but his sprinter had a flat
tire and bent rim sending him to the pits. Tatnell took
command on lap four when the race returned to green flag
action. The final stoppage came on lap five when Austin
Johnson flipped in turn three and ended up on top of the
concrete wall nosed into the catch fence. Johnson was
okay, but his car was badly bent and out of action. During
the red flag, Andy Jones dropped out of the race while
running fifth with a broken rocker arm in his engine. On the

restart, Tatnell pulled away from the field during the
remaining sixteen lap sprint to the checkers.
A late race pass in lapped traffic netted defending UMSS
Champion Jerry Richert, Jr. the runner-up position. When
Margaret Tabor’s #34TW sprinter was unable to start the
feature race on account of engine woes, Richert donned the
34TW top wing in honor and memory of Davey Tabor for
the feature race. Sye Anderson turned in a strong effort to
finish third, racing on this Memorial Day Weekend in
memory of Raleigh Sandberg. Chris Graf had a tremendous
charge forward from his 11th starting position to ride home
in fourth. Rounding out the top five was eastern Wisconsin
MSA driver Kurt Davis. Davis was making his UMSS
debut, but he did have one night in at St. Croix Valley
several years ago. Completing the top ten finishers were
Tony Kaus, 2010 UMSS Rookie of the Year Jared Goerges,
Rob Caho Jr, Scotty Broty, and 2011 UMSS Co-rookie of
the Year Anna Kouba.
In addition to the added first place money by GRP
Motorsports, the Tabor family added extra money to all
remaining finishing positions in the feature race. The Tabor
Memorial will become an annual event each season at the
St. Croix Valley Raceway on the Friday leading into the
Memorial Day holiday weekend.

Special Event!
Wednesday, July 4
Extravaganza including;
Hotdog Eating Contest, Figure 8’s,
Flagpole, Thunder V8’s,
Mini Stocks, Flyers, Trailer Race
and FIREWORKS!
7 PM

952-445-2257
Sunday, June 17
NASCAR Event*
Happy Father’s Day! “Fastest DAD on his
kids bicycle.”
6 PM
Sunday, June 24
NASCAR Event* Presented by Canterbury
Park & Chanhassen Legion Post $#580 plus
IMCA Old-timers, Legends & Bandeleros
6 PM

Upcoming events

Friday, June 29
Friday Night Destruction
Justice Brothers presents Figure 8’s,
Flagpole Race, Mini Stocks, Legends,
Bandeleros, Flat Track Motorcycles, Flyers,
Spectator Drags & Oval School Bus Race
7 PM
Sunday, July 1
NASCAR Event* 30-Lap Mini Stock Feature
with on track introductions
6 PM

www.goracewaypark.com
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I-90 and Hwy. 162 Bangor, WI 54614-0409
800-562-0907 www.wehrschevrolet.com

651-489-0803

952-461-3300

www.impactprintingink.com

Downtown Shakopee
952-445-9668

www.aRaceWorthWinning.org

Appleton, WI

20152 Kenrick Ave. West
Lakeville, MN 55044
Phone (952) 469 - 3182 * Fax (952) 469 - 7724

920-739-1550

www.gotomn.com

Follow us on Facebook and YouTube
www.facbook.com/themidwestracingconnection
wwww.youtube.com/theracingconnection
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May Has His Day at Rockford

By Eric Huenfeld
It wasn’t going to be easy for anyone to win the 30 lap
Stanley Steemer NASCAR Late Model feature Saturday
night at Rockford Speedway. Hot temperatures led to their
normal challenges, and a 22-car starting field added a few
new contenders to the weekly field of challengers.
Meeting the challenge was Eddie May. May, a long-time
Late Model driver from Crystal Lake, as well as a former
champion at the former Lake Geneva Raceway, held off all
challenges and sailed to his first ever Saturday night
feature win at the famed quarter-mile. The win also gave
May a leg up on the competition as Nason’s Landscaping
Night also signaled Round One of the Gilley’s Cool 5.
May had the best seat in the house for the start of the
feature, starting outside of Dave Edwards on the front row.
May would jump to the lead, with Edwards settling into
second spot in the race’s opening laps. The lead two would
stay stable most of the race, but the action was behind the
leaders. Former Late Model Rookie of the Year Alex Papini
would be one of the drivers providing the action. Papini,
who finished fourth in his first race of 2012 a week prior,
would start in the eighth spot, and begin to climb through
the field. With a little work, Papini would find himself in
third spot by the race’s midway point.
Behind Papini, the points leaders Jerry Gille and “Driver X”
Jon Reynolds Jr. would also do their best to move forward.
The two worked in tandem, with Gille eventually moving
into fifth ahead of Reynolds. Soon after, the field strung
out and the race appeared to belong to May, but with only
two laps to go, Jake Gille would suffer issues under his
hood and spin in turn four, bringing out the races only
yellow flag, and setting up a shootout to the finish.
On the “cone restart”, Edwards would choose the low line

in order to go after May for
the lead, while Papini settled
for the high side. The move
put Papini behind May and
next to Edwards and the
stage was set. May left little
doubt on the restart, jumping
two car lengths ahead of the
tussle for second spot,
which would be won by
Papini. Edwards fell to third,
where he would finish
behind May and Papini. Gille
ended the race in fourth
spot, with Reynolds making
the move from twelfth to fifth
by races end.
The competition in the
Jimmy Ambruoso photo
Bargain Hunter Sportsman
division is as close as ever.
Big fields of cars separated by very little have led to an
interesting start to the 2012 season. Two drivers however,
are trying to make the division their own this year. It seems
where ever Darrell Garman goes, Doug Bennett goes, and
vice verse. The two drivers have seemingly been attached
at the hip on track this year, and the same was true
Saturday night.
Bennett would have the pole for the divisions 25 lap main
event, with Garman fittingly to his outside. Garman would
beat Garman to the line on lap one and take the lead.
Garman stretched his lead early on Bennett, who settled
into second spot. Behind the lead duo, the packs of cars
formed, and the jockeying for position began. One car of
note that was able to make progress through the field was
Matt Lundberg. Lundberg, in his “Family Truckster”

station wagon would progress into the top five early and
battle hard to advance further ahead in the field. Lundberg
eventually would settle for fourth.
Alas, it was Garman and Bennett’s show again up front. As
the laps wound down in the caution-free event, Bennett
would begin to close in on Garman, actually peeking below
Garman’s black #6 a couple times, but never evening up
with or passing Garman. Bennett would take second behind
Garman, who won his third feature in four attempts this
year. Behind Bennett was Johnny Robinson II in third.
Lundberg would end up in fourth ahead of Mike Beyer,
making his first Sportsman feature run worthwhile, nabbing

continued on page 16

Rain Halts Raceway Park
By Kevin Busse
As rain moved through the metro area on Sunday night,
Raceway Park in Shakopee was able to complete a full
lineup of heats and one feature of the NASCAR Whelen
All-American Series before the storms moved in.
The Wild’n’Crazy Figure-8 drivers scrambled to complete
their first feature as stormy weather approached, placing
Maple Plain’s Mark Bronstad alongside Louie
Ansolabehere of Minnetonka at the start, with Bronstad
pulling away quickly and leading the opening lap. As
Ansolabehere began to drift back in the pack, Farmington
driver Ricky Martin began his move, taking second, and

trying to close in on Bronstad. With the race for the
lead shaping up, another battle was forming for the
third position, as Richfield’s Dennis “The Menace”
Barta went back and fourth with Todd Wilson of
Burnsville in a chase that began with 11 laps to go
before Barta was able to take advantage of an
opening in the crossroads and break free of Wilson
as the traffic began to back up at the “X”. With 7
laps remaining, and the entire field of drivers spread
out enough to provide continuous action in the
“crossroads of doom,” Martin closed the gap on
Bronstad, and by the final lap of the race head pulled
along side. At the checkers it was Bronstad just
edging out Martin, with Barta finishing in
third.

Martin DeFries photo
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Earlier in the evening, the largest car count
of the season thrilled racefans with
continuous close-pack side by side racing
each and every run. Heat race wins went
to;
Mini Stocks - Joe Tacheny, Jack Purcell,
Jay Heitz, and Todd Tacheny
Short Trackers - Robert Bakke and Charlie
Pehrson
Hobby Stocks - Jeremy Wolff and Bill
Woodworth
Late Models - Bryan Roach and Joe
Prusak
Bombers - Justin Kotchever and Adam
Oxborough
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After a Series of Unfortunate Events

Dirty Talkin'

Vince Peterson photo

Kris McMartin
A series of unfortunate events beginning with leaving
home just 15 minutes later than planned and continuing
through long lines and a 25 minute delay waiting for the
TSA to tear through my Photographers camera equipment
created a rough beginning to my journey to The Dirt Track
at Charlotte for my first World of Outlaws Sprintcar show
of the 2012 season. After missing the plane by five minutes
and spending several hours at MSP I finally arrived in
Charlotte, NC for the $12,000 to win Circle K NOS Energy
Outlaw Showdown, where the dirt will fly on the fourtenths mile clay oval that is commonly known as The Dirt
Track.
It was at this point that my trip got much better. I am
always excited to attend the WoO Sprintcar “greatest show
on dirt” events and tonight was no exception. After such a
rough beginning to the day I was almost giddy at the
opportunity to sit in the press room in the tower. This gave

Rockford Speedway continued from page 15
a fifth place finish.
It was almost deja vu in the Miller Lite American Short
Trackers, as both George Sparkman and Nick Cina Jr may
have been having flashbacks to opening night. It was on
that night that Cina held a straightaway lead on Sparkman
with ten laps to go, only to have Sparkman trace him down
and get to within six feet of stealing a win. On this night,
the roles would nearly be reversed.
Early on, the 25 lap race resembled a shells game, with
positions changing left and right. Wisconsin driver Eric
Connell would inherit the lead early, and hold a small lead
over the ever-changing group of challengers in his rear
view. Behind Connell, Chris Jones and Kyle Stark waged a
tough tussle for second spot, which saw Stark prevail by
lap six. Starks’s runner-up status was short lived though,
as Sparkman would be on the prowl, and by lap nine, the
five-time track champ was sitting in second spot.
Sparkman took the lead just shy of halfway, and began to
get away from the field. Connell would then find Cina on
his bumper and the two would duel for second. Cina took
second, trailing Sparkman by a sizable margin, and with that
margin, a chance for a win seemed slim. However, a yellow
would soon fly, and the battle was on.
Former track champ Kyle Lapier and Scotty Hoeft would
get together out of turn four with six laps to go, setting up
the trophy dash to the finish. Cina would get even with
Sparkman, but would never be able to complete a move for
the win in the last six circuits, settling for second. Sparkman
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me the best view of the track as well as the ability to share
my experience with other writers and reporters. It was a
very warm evening and the air conditioned front row seat
was a great way to take in the evening’s events.
A near capacity crowd was treated to some fantastic racing
action starting with the first heat of the night all the way
through the feature race. Being in the heart of NASCAR
country, it was a pleasure to have both Tony Stewart and
Kasey Kahne join in the night’s activities. They were a
great addition to the field and both drivers were able to race
into the feature event.
Along with the temperature there was heated excitement as
tempers flared when in the third heat race of the night,
sprint car legend Sammy Swindell got into Cody Darrah in
turn 4 causing Darrah to barrel roll into the wall completely
destroying his #4 sprinter. Darrah, after extracting himself
from the wreckage quickly made his way across the infield,
scored his first Saturday night feature win in 18 months.
Joe LaMarca followed up his win 2 weeks prior with a third
place run, followed by Jones and Connell.
As always, hard charges were the norm in the Rockstar
Energy Drink Roadrunners. Four of the top five finishers
would come from 19th place or deeper in the 24-car starting
field. After a couple
of weeks of finding
ways to lose races,
Anthony Lloyd
finally was able to
find a way to return
to victory lane. Lloyd,
who started from the
19th spot, found
himself in the lead
after a restart on lap 6
following a dust-up in
turn two.

with several WoO officials chasing him, over to turn 2
where Swindell had come to a stop. The crowd went wild
while officials were quick on the scene to keep a fight from
ensuing. Darrah was able to come out in the B-main and
take the 2nd transfer spot behind Tony Stewart to make the
feature race.
The feature race was exciting from start to finish as the
racing surface was very fast but racy. Joey Saldana jumped
out to an early lead and led 23 laps, including the last 8,
once loosing the lead to Steve Kinser and battling to the
end with Donny Schatz who had driven from 9th to 2nd. This
was Saldana’s third feature win of the season and his 79th
career feature win. I am looking forward to seeing the
World of Outlaws show their talents and put on a great
show at one of my home tracks. If you get the chance I
highly recommend making it out to the Annual World of
Outlaws Sprintcar special at Cedar Lake Speedway in New
Richmond, WI on July 6.

position. Points leader Dennis Smith Jr lost his battle with
Frisch for the runner-up spot, but still took third after
charging from 21st. Ricky Nielson would finish fourth
ahead of Gene Marocco, who nabbed a top five after
starting in the last row, moving into the top five from the
23rd position.

With the lead in
hand, Lloyd would be
in control the rest of
the way, but behind
him, the traffic jam
was immense.
“Bullet” Bobby
Frisch worked hard to
advance to second
spot in the races
closing laps after
staring in 20th
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Herbst charges to the front for a feature win
The fans were out full force for a night of action-packed
racing. J. Herbst held off Harley Jankowski and beat the
impending rain storm for a win in the Kwik Trip NASCAR
Late Model division. Herbst started mid-pack and slowly,
but steadily made his was to the front of the field. He was
even able to make up a ten car-length lead by Adam
Degenhardt to capture the lead with five laps to go.
Dagenhardt started on the pole next to Harley Jankowski
and both were able to hold off the rest of the field for most
of the race. But as soon as the leader hit lap traffic Herbst
made his move. Herbst paired up with Jankowski to catch
up to Dagenhardt. On lap 5 the duo were on the bumper of
the then-leader and were able to sling-shot their way

around him. Jankowski then took over the lead
for a half a lap before Herbst got his nose on the
inside and flew past Jankowski. Jankowski had
his best-career finish in second, after
outrunning hard-charging Todd Korish, who
finished third. Korish also started mid-pack next
to Brad Powell. Korish and Powell were door
handle to door handle or bumper to bumper all
race long. The two worked their way up to the
third and forth spotsk, respectively, until Powell
pulled off the track on Lap 22.

Mary Schill photo

By Ashley Iwanski

Brad Powell was the points leader entering the
night, but a broken camshaft ended his reign.
Powell finished 18th and is now sitting in fifth
position in points, 18 points behind new leader
Herbst. Brent Kirchner and Shawn Pfaff also
started mid-pack and worked their way to the front of the
field to finish fourth and fifth, respectively.
Steve Bachman left the track Saturday night with his
second-career feature win the in North Country Contractors
Sportsmen division. Bachman started on the front row with
pole sitter Jack Litsheim. It wasn’t long before the two
leaders were side by side and Bachman managed to edge
out in front of Litsheim for the lead. Bachman was able to
pull away, leaving Litsheim to battle for second with Aaron
Hass. Litstheim was able to hold on to finish second
followed by Hass in third.

Mary Schill photo

The United Auto Supply started off with a bang when
Nathan White and Mark Challet started to trade paint on
the first lap. Their cars got stuck together at one point, but
the two were able to separate themselves only to see Chris
Weber capture the feature win. Tom Luethe followed in
third.
The run-all-your-stuff Volden Construction Outlawz were
also out for the night. Jerry Aylsworth proved to be topdog in the division winning both the feature and heat race.

Reuvers romps to Hall of Fame win at Elko
By Jim Burns
Elko Speedway hosted a busy schedule as series sponsor
Whelen Engineering presented the Hall of Fame night
activities. Following prerace Rides in Race Cars for the kids
and highly entertaining heat racing, all eyes moved to the
track for intermission when the Super America Knights
Racing Team of Johnny Boegeman, Dick Trickle and Tom
Reffner were inducted into Elko’s Hall of Fame. Following
the induction and an autograph session, the fans settled
back in for the nights feature races and they didn’t
disappoint!
In the NASCAR Super Late Models, Nick “the kid” Barstad
roared by polesitter Rick Burns to take the early lead, with
Reuvers, Adam Royle and Matt Goede also charging as the
outside line was quick early on. By lap four Reuvers was on
the back bumper of the leader as the caution flew for a
spinning Joel Theisen. On the ensuing restart, Tony Holm
and Mike Hansen locked horns coming to the green to
force a second restart and Reuvers didn’t waste the
opportunity as he darted under Barstad for the lead, with
Royle, Goede and a fast closing Billy Mohn in the top five,
with Fast Qualifier (13.719 seconds) Jason Schneider and
Chad Walen battling.
The action remained “clean and green” for the final 36
markers and Reuvers kept a steady line to earn the win,
with Barstad fighting off Royle and then Goede to earn his
best career finish in second earning the MONSTER
Performance of the Week, with Royle and Schneider
charging to top fives.
In the Big 8’s, Steve Schultz and Lawrence Berthiaume
provided a thrilling battle as the tandem raced each other
clean, but hard for the lead and despite two early cautions
for solo spins by Darren Wolke and Doug Brown, the
action remained intense. As the action reached lap 17 of 25,
Jake Ryan came to life and tracked down Nick Beaver to
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take third, before catching and bypassing Berthiaume with
his sights set on Schultz, but time ran out on Ryan and
Schultz used some veteran savvy to hold on for the
checkers, with Ryan, Beaver, Berthiaume and Chris Marek
in the top five.

he charged to the lead on the opening drop of the green
and never looked back in leading all 20 laps to earn the
dominant victory, with Taylor Goldman, John Lebens,
Darren Waltermann and Josiah King racing to hard earned
top fives.

The Thunder Cars again provided superb action as Eric
Campbell and Dustin Mann battled for the early lead with
Mann taking the point on lap three, with Brent Kane and
Adam Wiebusch continuing Campbell’s slide before a brief
shower stalled the field. After the track was deemed “race
ready” the action returned to the green with Kane diving
under Mann to take the lead with Wiebusch edging away
from Campbell for third. Despite a 15th lap lap caution for a
first turn melee, the action was fast and furious with Kane
earning the checkers with Wiebusch second and a patient
late race charge by Steve Anderson earning third.

Topping off the action were the Mini Stocks and John
VanDenHeuvel took the point early on with Aaron Hopkins
and Zach Schelhaas on the move to second and third, while
Bryan Adams and Justin Schelietzke moved into the top
five. The action remained fast and furious until the lap 10
mark when Matt Busson spun to slow the action. On the
restart, Hopkins held the lead but Jack Purcell was making a
BOLD statement charging from sixth to second, but as the
checkers flew it was Hopkins holding on by inches for the
win over Purcell with Schelitzke, Schelhaas and Adams
rounding out the top five.

The Legends again featured the nights largest starting field
of 20 and Pat Zandstra and Derek
Lemke put on the early show before a
fifth lap caution for a spinning Teddy
Hough slowed the field. On the
restart, Zandstra powered to the lead
and stayed there until the caution
flew a second time for a Ryan Wolke
spin. On the second restart, Tyler
Sjoman charged to the outside of
Zandstra for the lead, with Kyle
Hansen following suit two laps later
and with the action remaining green,
Sjoman raced to his second
consecutive win, with Hansen
second, Zandstra third and steady
runs by Shon Jacobsen and Todd
Tracy earning top fives.

Tom Doten won the Power Stock main event at Elko
In the Power Stocks, Tom Doten
played a game of “hide and seek” as
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Self Scores First Career Win At BIR

Dean & Jason
Talkin' Racin'
Dean Reller
Michael Self might not be a name familiar to race fans in the
Midwest, but he already has caught the eye of one
prominent team owner and with a come from behind win on
the Competition Road Course at Brainerd International
Raceway in the NASCAR K & N Pro Series West division,
Self might well be on his way to bigger things in the coming
years.
Due to rain washing out qualifying, the field was
set by points for the inaugural Brainerd 125. Starting up
front was sixteen-year-old points leader Dylan
Kwasniewski, flanked by veteran and defending series
champion Greg Pursley. As the field took the green, it was
Pursley who took the lead with Kwasniewski right behind.
The battle for the top spot intensified as Kwasniewski
pressed hard and took over the lead a handful of laps into
the 50 race. Anthony Giannone’s off track excursion
brought out the race’s only yellow on lap 6. On the restart,
it was Pursley regaining the lead as Kwasniewski again
challenged hard. Just like before, a couple of laps into the
run it was Kwasniewski taking over the point. Pit stops

Adam Bettcher/NASCAR
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played a role about two-thirds of the way into
the race as both leaders pitted for fuel and
Pursley won the race off pit road and again
took the lead. For the third time, it was
Kwasniewski making a hard charge and once
more he took the lead back. Pursley’s car
began to fade at that point as Self slowly
began to reel in the front pair. With nine laps
remaining, Self moved past Pursley and then
set his sights on Kwasniewski. Kwasniewski
looked to be well on his way to the win,
however transmission problems slowed his
pace, opening the door for Self. With less
than a lap and a half remaining, Self made his
move in turn nine, which is known as the
“Keyhole” turn. Self was able to take the lead
and finish off the sprint to the finish to score
his first NASCAR K & N Pro Series West win.

Adam Bettcher/NASCAR

“Before the race, my crew chief and
spotter pounded into my head that I need to
be careful and cautious and run cautious laps
and that’s exactly what we did,” said the 21year-old Richard Childress Racing
developmental driver. “The 03 car
(Kwasnieski) had a big, big lead on us and we
started to track him down and he made one
little tiny mistake and that’s all it took and we
took advantage of it.” Pursley managed to
nurse his car home a distant third while Derek
Thorn and David Mayhew rounded out the
top five.
The race was the NASCAR K&N Pro Series
West debut at the historic Brainerd
International Raceway. The series has been
around since 1954 with its roots planted firmly
along the west coast. It’s been known by a
few different sponsored names, but the series has always
been a top tier division for racers from the country’s left
coast. Many notable drivers have used this series as a
stepping stone to greater success in many of NASCAR’s
other top divisions. Ron Hornaday Jr, Kevin Harvick,
Derrike Cope, Chad Little and Brendan Gaughan are just
some of the names who have had success in the series
before moving on. Today’s crop of driver includes a mix of
veterans along with several new faces that are the next

generation of NASCAR drivers. Many of the Sprint Cup
teams and owners have these young drivers under
developmental contracts. Drivers in the West Series and
its Eastern counterpart are the building blocks for
NASCAR’s future. While not household names today,
drivers such as Self and Kwasniewski may very well be the
next Busch or Keselowski.
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Summer Thunder Series
Open to Area Sportsmen/Thunder Cars/Hobby Stocks

2012 Race Dates
Sunday July 8 - Raceway Park
Saturday July 28 - Elko Speedway
Monday September 3 - Raceway Park
Saturday September 29 - Elko Speedway
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Proud sponsors of;
Adam Royle, Jonny Hentges & Vince Corbin

AIRPORT SERVICE - CALL 24 HOURS
*Time Calls - Appointments

DISCOUNT TAXI
FOR TRANSPORTATION
Toll Free 1-888-240-8294

612-723-5500
www.discounttaxiracing.com
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